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Background: As we all know, SEED and current StationXML, do not handle metadata
that changes often in a compact manner. We propose a GeoCSV format to allow data
producing centers to easily produce a CSV formatted file that captures most rapidly
changing parameters. This model can be extended to accommodate additional rapidly
changing parameters that may be specific to a given project.
This proposal is in support of a flexible and generalized approach that in theory can
accommodate most if not all such parameters.
Current Status: Following upon a concept presented at the Montreal IASPEI meetings
held in 2019, the EarthScope-Oceans team, led by Joel Simon, developed a GeoCSV
formatted collection of information that captured the rapidly varying locations for the
MERMAIDS project. They identified not only positional information, but also sensor and
timing information that they wished to incorporate and submit to the IRIS Data Center as
a single file.
Using this approach, it was simple to modify the existing EarthScope-Oceans (ESO)
workflows and these GeoCSV files have now been submitted to the IRIS DMC and are
being managed in the MetaData Aggregator (MDA) system at IRIS (see
http://ds.iris.edu/data/reports/MH/). This is the first time that IRIS has captured
changing positional information in a standard way. Prior to this, most groups with data
from moving stations simply created their own ad hoc spreadsheets that varied from
deployment to deployment. Some of this positional information now seems lost or at
least were not findable.
ESO chose to submit one GeoCSV file for every MERMAID instrument package but
there is no specific requirement and GeoCSV files could contain all information for all
stations in the network or other aggregations. Using the ESO approach makes it easier
to submit updates on a single station basis as needed.
The Elements Used in the Proposed GeoCSV File Following the ESO Model
An example of a MERMAID (FDSN network code MH) is provided in Appendix A.
• GeoCSV file header. The first several lines in the proposed file contain
information such as the version of GeoCSV, the date and time the file was
created, any file specific information such as the position interpolation method
used (in this case automaid v3.4.2 with relevant DOI), the delimiter and
lineterminator characters. While some of these are ESO specific most are
general and should be included in most GeoCSV files.
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o #dataset: GeoCSV 2.0
o #created: 2021-07-28T23:25:20Z
o #automaid: v3.4.2 (https://github.com/earthscopeoceans/automaid (doi:
10.5281/zenodo.5057096))
o #delimiter: ',’
o #lineterminator: '\n'
•

Following the header lines, there are three rows that contain the parameters for
o the units
o the type of parameter (i.e., string, float, time)
o the name of the parameter

•

Data Section
o Element: Method Identifier (Measurement or algorithm or …)
! ESO Method Identifier is either a measurement or an algorithm.
ESO has a more complicated problem where the timeseries
recordings take place underwater, at an unknown position, and an
algorithm must be used to determine the position of the instrument
when it was recording timeseries underwater. The algorithm uses
the actual measurements surrounding the algorithm lines in the
GeoCSV file. Most GPS equipped systems would only have
“measurement” as the method identifier. We believe ESO is one of
the more complex methods of determining positional information.
o Element: Time and SNCL Information
! Start Time
! Network
! Station
! Location
! Channel
o Element: Position
! Latitude
! Longitude
! Elevation
! Depth
o Element: Sensor (optional)
! Sensor Description
! Sensor Dip and Azimuth
! Sensor Scale/gain
! Scale Frequency
! Scale units (e.g., Pa, m/s)
o Element: Timing (optional)
! Sample Rate
! Time Delay
! Time Correction
o Element: User Defined (optional)
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The user may provide any other element they wish to if they decide it is
needed for a fuller understanding of the related time series information. At
times the information may be redundant with data in StationXML but
included for simplification of various workflows.
Usage: While the information in the GeoCSV file can be used by applications in a
standalone mode if desired, we think that ultimately this information should be
incorporated into standard StationXML. We believe the above Element Names would
become tags for a high-level element and the subordinate identifiers would be included
under their own tags within StationXML. The mapping should be straightforward and
naming conventions could assure tag uniqueness.
Steps to Consider
The Proposed Procedure – follow the FDSN Framework
Community Consensus Phase
1. WGV should form a Proposal Review Team
2. Proposal Review Team should be cognizant of the example set by EarthScopeOceans
3. An attempt should be made to clearly identify tag names in a rational manner to
ensure uniqueness
4. WGV should vote on the Review team recommendations
5. If approved, the WGV recommendation should be sent to the Steering
Committee to consider a formal adoption by the FDSN
Evaluation and Adoption Phase
6. If the decision is made to accept the standard, then
a. WGII should begin the formal definition of an extended StationXML
Schema to capture the information in the GeoCSV file
b. FDSN WGII could identify tools and systems to create, manage, and
disseminate the information in the extended standard
c. Existing FDSN web services should be modified to enable access to
information originating in the GeoCSV file
End of Framework Proposal
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Appendix A. An example GeoCSV file for FDSN network MH, Station P0008

Reference: http://ds.iris.edu/data/reports/MH/
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